
Exploring limitations to maturity

Reasons to 
migrate from

Adobe Audience Manager



What You Will Gain 
�is document explores the top reasons why you should migrate from Adobe Audience Manager (AAM)
to Adobe Real-time CDP (RT-CDP).

In this document, we have compiled some of the limitations with a solution like AAM which is a Data 
Management Platform (DMP). Upon reading this, you will discover:

01   How AAM and RT-CDP are positioned in Adobe’s cloud 

02    What AAM lacks in comparison to RT-CDP?

03    How to future-proof your audience management strategy 
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CDP



Adobe Audience Manager 
& Adobe RT-CDP Positioning 
Adobe Audience Manager is a Data Management Platform (DMP), and Adobe Real-Time CDP is a Customer Data 
Platform (CDP). A DMP handles typically anonymous data with strictly no PII like email id. In contrast, a CDP uni�es 
known identities (primarily PII) with anonymous data. 
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Pseudonymous + 1st party/2nd party omnichannel data  

DMP View CRM View 

Status: Hot Lead 

Opened email: 3/12/2019 

Browser: Firefox 

Email: Alexsmith123@gmail.com 

Phone Number: 323 209 1290 

1st party data 

Alex Smith

Age :30-35, 45-45 

Site Visit : Home Page, Details Page 

Locations: Los Angeles CA, USA 

Interest in: Child nutrition products,
pop and rock music

Pseudonymous + 3rd party data

Anonymous User 

Alex Smith

Age :48 
Site Visit : Home Page, Details Page 
Locations: NYC, Los Angeles, CA,USA 
Opened email: 3/12/2019 
Visited Website:02/28/2019 
Browser: Firefox 
Referred From: Brand Instagram Prole 
Email: Alexsmith123@gmail.com 
Phone Number: 323 209 1290 
Interest in: Child nutrition products, pop and rock 
street fashion, photography, local music and art

CDP View



AAM, a market leader in DMPs, has some features for 
pro�le integration, but they are not scalable. Also, with 
the deprecation of 3rd party cookies, many 
foundational principles of a DMP become 
questionable. 

Adobe RT-CDP is a new o�ering from 
“Adobe Experience Cloud,” which sits on a scalable 
enterprise-grade data lake called the 
“Adobe Experience Platform”. 
�e platform is built ground up, using an API-�rst
architecture that helps to scale.

Let us now look at the top 5 reasons to migrate from AAM to Adobe RT-CDP. We have compiled these based on our 10+ 
years of experience in technical and business aspects of Adobe Experience Cloud. 
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Pseudonymous + 1st party/2nd party omnichannel data  

*Source from Adobe



Top 5 reasons to migrate from AAM:
We strongly believe that the future of marketing will be based on 1st party data, augmented by brand partnerships. 
Customer privacy and responsible marketing would play a big role in winning customer trust. Because of this, almost 
every industry is at an in�ection point and should reassess its marketing stack to be prepared for the future. 

�is forms the basis of the below list, opposed to a competitive or technical comparison of DMPs and CDPs. Let us
take a closer look at this.
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Limited data collection capabilities: 
a.Data processing for AAM is still based on a legacy backend system that is not

seamlessly connected to other solutions like Adobe Campaign.

b.AAM’s backend behaves like a huge lookup table of IDs as it is a DMP built on the
principle of 3rd party ID sharing.

c.Due to this, many customers typically onboard CRM data using �at �les and it takes
too much data wrangling to complete. �ere are limited server-side connectors and
almost no ETL-level connectors.

Bene�ts of migration: Switch to 
enterprise grade data collection 
with server-side integrations and go 
beyond CRM to include streaming 
data with Adobe RT-CDP!

Heavy reliance on 3rd party IDs:
a.AAM uses a 3rd party cookie ID called “UUID” to share segments and onboard data

from providers.

b. Some �rst-party features like ID sync and people-based destinations are present, but
with limited functionality compared to Adobe RT-CDP.

c. One thing to note is, AAM does not leverage the synchronized IDs across all its
features due to the lack of a private device graph.

Bene�ts of migration: Leverage 
�rst party durable IDs like phone 
numbers, emails to build a private 
graph (with privacy options) and 
build on 2nd party sharing.

Limitations in AAM Advantages of RT-CDP
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Obscured pro�le management:
a.In AAM, there is no option to directly access integrated data and pro�les. So, the

same cannot be reused for querying, reporting, or debugging.

b.�is limits the variety of data sources that can be ingested as it is almost impossible
to track the integrity of data.

Bene�ts of migration: Exploit some 
standard big data operations like 
cataloging, standard schemas that 
your data team love for your 
integrated data and pro�les. �is 
helps you scale in a big way!

Scaling and integration issues:
a.With AAM, data sharing across some key destinations takes a lot of time. �is limits

the use cases of AAM to display data visualizations or aid in programmatic advertising.

b.AAM, for now, does not use the Adobe Experience Platform and does not scale to
accommodate some of the futuristic services like Data Science Workspace and Intelli-
gent Services.

Bene�ts of migration: Possibility of 
higher ROI by leveraging big data 
features of Adobe Experience 
Platform. Easy to scale with inte-
grated set of APIs.

Basic Segmentation features:
a. AAM segmentation is great, but segment options are extremely limited.

b.�ere are no options for sequential, nested, or time-based segments. Segments
shared from other solutions like Adobe Analytics have a lead time of about 48 hours.

Bene�ts of migration: Adobe 
RT-CDP has some advanced 
segment de�nitions and innovative 
ways to qualify segments. �ese 
are also available as APIs 
providing granular control.

Limitations in AAM Advantages of RT-CDP



Conclusion
Times are changing and a series of global events have put digital and customer experience at the heart of any 
organization. Adobe RT-CDP certainly is well-positioned to take your marketing e�orts to a whole new level with an 
integrated, open approach. 
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Contact
To learn how NextRow can help with CDP assessments, planning and integrat ions, contact us at 

sales@nextrow.com 

Engage with NextRow

NextRow Digital is an Adobe Silver Partner and a Salesforce accredited partner. 
We have the right skillsets and processes to support your complex needs ranging 
from IT teams to marketers. Grow your business with the help of CDP experts at 
NextRow!

To learn more about our CDP solutions, visit our RTCDP page.

USA Headquarters

1450 American Lane, Suite 1050
Schaumburg, IL 60173 USA
(847) 592-2920

Singapore

+65-3-159 1822

Canada

+ 1 (647) 490-7000

India

+91-40-7127-9255

https://www.nextrow.com/adobe-realtime-cdp#h
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